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The 5th Summer Youth Camp 2018
By: Ms. Hout Chhoungbouy, President of UCSS, Mandate 12

It was such a great day in our lives to join the 5th
Summer Youth Camp 2018 for nearly a week at
Siem Reap province, from 23-29 October 2018.
The event gave us a lot of experiences such as how
to work as a team, how to overcome struggles, how
to solve conflicts between people, how to work as
a team, and much more. Not only that, the most
special memory was that all the youth in the camp
cried while we were waving hands and saying good
bye to everyone. Until now, we still miss each
other.

new lecture about the DREAM. Around 5PM the
event finished and all the delegations return to their
hotel.

On the third day we left Phnom Penh and spent
around 5 hours to reach Kompong Thom province
and had lunch there. After that we continued
directly to Siem Reap province and arrived at 4PM.
We went to the Army school of Area 4. Everyone
was very tired, but we had a lot of things to do. We
had to build our own camp and the border around
the camp. The camping started at 5PM. That day
On the first day, all delegations from the provinces we ate dinner in the army canteen, and the army
and city met up at ITC. When we arrived there, we cooked the food. After dinner we headed back to
started to get to know each other for a little while our camp and continued to prepare our camp until
before we started the rehearsal. In the evening, all 11PM and went to sleep.
the delegations from the province returned to the
On the fourth day everyone had to wake up at
hotel and had dinner there, and the delegations who
3:30am. We divided our team members to many
stay in Phnom Penh returned to their own house.
groups such as cooks, builders, and decorators to
On the second day, everyone arrived at ITC again make our camp beautiful. At 6AM we started to do
and prepared to open the event. For the whole exercise altogether with approximately 300 people.
morning, we learned from H.E. Pung Kheav Se, During that time we were like the real army because
President of Canadia Bank PLC. He spoke about we had to eat, sleep, and shower altogether (for
his life story before he became a successful person only men). At 9AM we had a special mission like
and how many struggles he faced. After that there a military training course. We had six missions to
was an opening remark by H.E. Hang Chuon complete that were very hard, but we were able to
Naron, Minister of Education, Youth, and Sport. achieve them all. After that we returned to our camp
In the afternoon, we had lunch at ITC together and again and had a meeting between delegations and
relaxed for a while. We started to learn from the the director of the army school. In the evening, we
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prepared food, which also become a competition. as making Khmer Cake, sathor dong, pounded rice
The last thing we did was have a bonfire event and and more. At night, H.E. Sery Chumneas closed
celebrated around it.
the event and revealed the results for the team that
won the competition.
We went to visit Angkor Wat on the fifth day, along
with Bayon temple and the Cambodian Cultural On the final day, everyone cleaned and prepared
Village. In the evening, we all had dinner together the tents and returned to the central meeting point.
but each team had to perform an artistic activity. On After we ate breakfast, we returned to Phnom Penh
the sixth day, each team had their own work, such and arrived around 5PM.

Public Speaking Competition by CMH Cambodia
By: Ms. Hout Chhungbouy, President of UCSS 12th mandate

On 18th October 2019, ten contestants from nine
universities in Phnom Penh joined a public speaking
competition organized by CMH Cambodia under
the topic “Non-Smoking Environment.” Mr. Keat
Sao, representing UC students from the College of
Social Sciences (CoSS), joined the competition.
After the first competition, he was selected to be in
the top 5 contestants for final round.

The final round of public speaking competition
was held on 1st November 2018 at CKCC. The top
5 winners from the first round came on stage and
showed their perspectives on different topics related
to the impacts of smoking to the environment.
Finally, Mr. Keat Sao, the UC contestant, won 2nd
place in the whole competition.
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International Conference on Forty Years
of ASEAN-EU Cooperation: Achievements
and the Way Forward
By: Ms. Hout Chhoungbouy, President of UCSS, Mandate 12

On 31st October 2018, 15 students from UC joined
the International Conference on Forty Years of
ASEAN-EU Cooperation: Achievements and
the Way Forward, which was organized by the
International Relations Institute Cambodia and the
Royal Academy of Cambodia, in cooperation with
and funded by Konrad Adenauer Shifting (KAS). It
was held at Sokha Hotel.
The objectives of the international conference
were to commemorate the 40th Anniversary of

ASEAN-EU cooperation and to examine significant
achievements, strengths, weaknesses, success and
shortcoming of ASEAN-EU cooperation. Moreover
it mobilized ideas and discussed experiences,
recommendations and strategies for regional
cooperation, peace, harmony, and prosperity, and
helped envision the way forward for future ASEANEU cooperation. All the student participants paid
attention and carefully took notes about the topics
and actively joined the discussions.

Introducing...

			Partners of UC
The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
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CMC study tour

enhances students’ learning outcomes
By: Mr. Bun Sophal, Associate Dean, College of Media and Communications

Scan me for VDO
25 students from the College of Media and The Takin Foreign Language Center was established
Communications (CMC) of The University of in 2014 by May Titthara, currently a News Editor at
Cambodia (UC) had a study tour to visit the Takin Khmer Times and also a faculty member of CMC.
Foreign Language Center in Svay Rieng province on
November 10, 2018. This study tour aimed to provide The center provides 244 pupils English study free of
students practical experiences outside the classroom, charge, and they have been encouraged by parents
namely meeting the communities, learning to write who can’t afford paying private English classes but
news stories, reporting, and interviewing in the want to send their children to learn both English and
community.
computer skills.
Students felt excited to learn how to write and Thara said that he had to spend between $700 and
interview on news reporting and they appreciated to $850 per month to run the center in which most of
having a trip to enhance their knowledge for learning the expenses are his own.
experiences outside theoretical lessons in class.
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CRCY Camping for Forest Preservation, Heritages
of Culture and Humanities
By: Mr. Prak Sopheara, President of UCCRY

On December 13th-14th-15th 2018, the Cambodian
Red Cross gathered the representative of Cambodian
Red Cross Youth (CRCY) and the advisors from
21 Universities in Phnom Penh and Preah Vihear
province to join on a camping trip under the topic
“CRCY Camping for Forest Preservation,
Heritages of Culture and Humanities” at the Royal
Academy of Cambodia’s Park (RAC) at Russei
Treb, Preah Vihear Province. The purposes of the
camping were to give donations to primary school
students and to visit the National Park in order to
study more about forests, wild animals and minority
citizens’ culture (KUOY) for better development
and preservation for the future. Mr. Prak Sopheara,
President of UCCRCY, and Ms. Thoung Sovanrin,
Vice President of UCCRCY, the representative of
The University of Cambodia, participated in this
camping trip.
On the first day of camping, CRCY contributed
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the money and study materials such as books,
pens, pencils, rulers and erasers to the 305 primary
students at Dong Plet Primary School, located next
to the camping area. After the charity event, CRC
gave a presentation on Youth as the agents of the
positive behavioral change for society and celebrate
at a camp fire for reflection.
In the early morning of the second day, all CRCY
members participated in a 6km marathon for
environmental cleaning and forest protection. In
the afternoon, all CRCY joined the study tours to
further study on the historic ancient steel station
(more than 1000 years old), watched the Rubber of
ethnic minority Kouy and visited recreational sports.
Finally, on the last day of camping, we continued our
study tour to learn about the forest ecology and the
historical place, called Tbeang Mountain, and then
we headed back to Phnom Penh in the afternoon.

UC International New Year Concert 2019 for Charity
By: Ms. Hout Chhoungbouy, President of UCSS, Mandate 12

On Monday, 24 December 2018, The University
of Cambodia Student Senate (UCSS) gathered UC
students to celebrate the UC International Concert
New Year Concert 2019 for Charity named “Our
Identity, Our Heart,” in cooperation with GATSBY
Cambodia. The purpose of this concert was to
celebrate Christmas Eve and New Year with all
students, staff and faculty members at UC and to do
fundraising to support Wat Jeat School, located in
Kompot Province. In addition to cooperating with the
activities, GATSBY Cambodia donated to $1,000 to
the UCSS Charity fund.

There were many activities during the whole day of
the event, such as food and drink exhibitions from
the UC students, playing games, taking photos and
many performances on stage. During the whole event,
we noticed that around 1,000 participants joined and
participated in the activities especially UC students’
talents with famous Cambodian singers. Moreover,
there were 2 news reporters who came from CNC and
PNN Television and interviewed UCSS. This event
was streamed live on the official page of GATSBY
Cambodia and got around 6,000 views.
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Youth Forum Debate on Gender Equality as
the Prioritized Sector in Neary Rattanak 4
By: Ms. Soun Khanra, Assistant College of Social Sciences and the President of UC Debate Club

On December 24th, 2018 the Ministry of Women’s
Affairs cooperated with some partners including
the United Nations Development Program and the
Embassy of Sweden in Phnom Penh to organize
the “Youth Forum Debate on Gender Equality
as the Prioritized Sector in Neary Rattanak 4.”
The event was moderated by youths at the Ministry
of Women’s Affairs. It was presided over by Her
Excellency Dr. Ing Kantha Phavi, Minister of
Women’s Affairs and Mr. Nick Beresford, CountryDirector of UNDP.
The purpose of the event was to encourage national,
sub-national and private institutions, national and
international organization, citizens to participate
and support policies on gender equality for the
development on social well-being; and to raise
awareness and increase the participations of youth
about gender equality in policy making process.
It was attended by approximately 100 students
from seven universities who were competing.
According to Her Excellency Dr Ing Kuntha
Phavi, this program is really important to push
youth’s participation in the process of a country’s

development especially on gender equality, which is
a platform of the Ministry of Women’s Affairs. This
year, the program was held under the theme “Youth
Together to Advance Gender Equality,” which
intends to promote non-violent culture and woman
empowerment.
This program followed the presidential debate
process between six universities and one university
automatically won the debate because of the absence
of another university. It was a semi-final debate with
three different topics. First, the Royal University
of Phnom Penh and the Royal University of Law
and Economics competed on the topic “Gender
equality in the educational sector,” which RULE
won. The second competition was between Royal
University of Agriculture with The University of
Cambodia on the topic “Gender equality in the
health sector,” and The University of Cambodia
won. Last but not least, the third topic was between
Mekong University and the National University
of Management on “Gender equality in decision
making and leadership,” which NUM won. These
three winning universities will debate in a final
round which will be held at a later date.

Introducing The Tony Fernandes School of Business . . .
The Tony Fernandes School of Business (formerly known as the College of
Management) has consistently been one of the largest schools at The University
of Cambodia. With more than ten years of proven success in preparing its
students for the labor market, The TFSB emphasizes five key elements for its
students: #Entrepreneurship #Leadership #Technology
#Creativity and #Innovation. Come see why national and
international employers consistently seek out The TFSB
graduates!

Scan to connect to our facebook page here 
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UC Wins 2nd Place in the Quiz Competition for Celebrating
the 60th Anniversary of Cambodia-China Diplomatic Relations
By: Mr. Vann Bunna, Student, College of Social Sciences

On 28 December 2018, The University of Cambodia,
represented by 4 International Relations students,
namely Ms. Sin Sina, Ms. San Kimnay, Mr. Chen
Heang and Mr. Vann Bunna from the College of
Social Sciences, won 2nd place in the quiz competition
for celebrating the 60th anniversary of CambodiaChina diplomatic relations (1958-2018).

(BIU), Royal University of Phnom Penh (RUPP),
Institute of Technology of Cambodia (ITC), and Prek
Leap National College of Agriculture (PNCA). UC
was one among the top 4 scorers, and then advanced
to the final round with PUC, BIU, and ITC.
In the final round, under the auspice of His
Excellency Khieu Kanharith, the four universities
tried to answer all the difficult questions. In the
end, The University of Cambodia won the 2nd place
prize while BELTIE International University won1st
place. The Institute of Technology of Cambodia
received 3rd place.

With the supervision of His Excellency Khieu
Kanharith, Minister of the Ministry of Information,
under collaboration between Cambodian National
Television (TVK) and the National Radio and
Television Administration of China, the quiz
competition was conducted with the aim to celebrate
At the end of the program, all the winners were
the 60th anniversary of Cambodia-China diplomatic
presented a token of appreciation. Noticeably, the
relations and to strengthen the traditional relations
program was conducted smoothly in a frank and
of both countries.
sincere atmosphere and each participant realized
The competition was divided into two rounds. the importance of such a competition as a platform
In the first round held on 24 December 2018, six for students and the public to be more aware of
universities competed, namely The University Cambodia-China diplomatic relations.
of Cambodia (UC), Pannasastra University of
Cambodia (PUC), BELTEI International University
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Outstanding
Name : Ms. Eng Sarin
Major: Curriculum Design and Instruction
Term : 10
GPA : 4.0
What’s your best memory at UC?
When I was asked to share my experience of studying
in UC together with other alumni, that gave me an
What motivates you to get good grades?
opportunity to encourage other students to value
Getting good grades is not my aim nor my desire. Does education and to choose UC as one of the best universities
it sound strange? Is there any student who doesn’t want in Phnom Penh. Another occasion was when I joined
to receive good grades? But good grades will come the Student Academic Leadership Conference last 2017
when you try your best with a strong commitment, which helped develop my self-confidence and gain more
perseverance and focus. I was a very weak student in knowledge on the topic. These occasions, as well as
high school. I repeated my grade 9, and I passed grade getting awarded as the Best Speaker, have marked my
12 only when the exams system was given the second memory as a student of UC.
chance for those students who failed their exams. That
was way back in the year of 2000. Give your best means What’s your favorite thing to do outside UC?
- you put yourself fully into whatever you do with all I like spending time with the young people, offering
your strength, your heart, and your mind. This is not only them activities or topics for discussions that teach them
for studies, but for everything you do. When you have about values and some life’s lessons. I like listening to
these values within, you have a clear goal in whatever their stories, problems and giving advice or anything that
you do. You are sure of who you are, and of what you can help them to lessen their doubts, fears, worries, and
are doing it for. And what motivates me to study well is sadness. Sounds like I do the counselling, right? No, I’m
the poor young children whom I am working for. These not. It’s just that I have the gift of listening and sharing
children are in need of a good education. I want to give, my opinions to help them.
I want to share with them whatever I have and whatever
I know. So, they can help themselves get out from What are your future goals?
meaninglessness to a meaningful life. I have nothing to I want to become a good educator who fully gives the
give them but education. Education is the best gift of all best of myself for the young people, help them to know
the gifts in this world that is vital for humankind.
how to help themselves, develop all of their potential,
abilities, gifts, and talents, engage them in studies and
What is your strategy to get good grades?
education so as to be a person for others, for their own
Students have three duties: follow the rules and regulations families, for the society, and for the nation.
of the school (come to class on time, regular attendance,
good manners, and good attitudes), active participation What advice would you give to students who want to
in the classroom (pay attention to your teachers as be more successful next term?
well as your classmates, give feedback or suggestions, I would like to give my insights to all students. You must
comment in class discussions, ask questions, etc.), and be very serious with life. Please, don’t play with your
fulfill the requirements from your teachers or lecturers life. Invest your life in education. Be serious with your
(do your assignments and study well for your exams). I studies, but at the same time, enjoy it. Empower yourself
and others. You can empower yourself and others only
have no special or secret strategy.
through education. Here are a few steps for you to be
successful in your studies:
What teacher has inspired you the most?
Professor Doctor In Sophal. I studied with him for two
• Come to class regularly.
terms. His life’s story was admirable and inspired me very
• Participate actively in class.
much. He is a bit strict regarding classroom’s rules, but
• Fulfill all the requirements (assignments,
that is for the good of the students for them to be aware
presentations, etc..).
of who they are, and what they are doing. Of course, I
• Commit yourself to self-study for at least two
have my goals, and my beliefs which are different from
hours a day.
his, but his vision in life is very common to all of us as
• Give more effort, twice or thrice than the smart
human being born for a mission, and each one has to find
ones, then, you will become one like them.
out what is it. We are not born for nothing, but to live our If you think that these steps are useful, try them. If you
purpose in life and that means, to work hard, persevere, don’t think so, just don’t mind them.
never give up, and always learn until we die.
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Students
Name
Major
Term
GPA

: Mr. Va Sodaroth
: Information Technology
: 11
: 4.0

What motivates you to get good grades?
Excitement and self-fulfillment are the factors that
motivate me to get good grades. Getting good grades
means I have worked hard enough to achieve the
objectives. I always feel excited to get good results rather
than the moment I get a low score. My family is also the
factor that motivates me to get good grades as well. They
always talk about my academic life whether it’s going
well or not. Therefore, if I do well, they will be satisfied
with the results which bring me the encouragement to
keep up with the good job.

professors, and make a lot of friends. We share ideas,
cultural differences, laughter, and even personal
problems to improve ourselves.

What’s your favorite thing to do outside UC?
Outside UC, there are several favorite things to do in
my life. For more on academics, I always do research
and practice coding through online forums and tutorials.
What is your strategy to get good grades?
Personally, I like to read and watch various historical
Obtaining good grades is not really easy to achieve, yet and cultural documents through books and YouTube. On
strategy is the key. At the beginning, it is difficult to the other hand, I like to watch Vlogs and Kun Khmer
get good grades until we find out a new way to work Boxing in YouTube in my free time. For sports, I prefer
to move past an average grade. Firstly, a good study football which I do for exercise and to enjoy with my
plan is the main point to start. This includes good team.
time management, prioritization, preparation, selfdiscipline, and persistence which enables the activation What are your future goals?
of the successful plan. Secondly, being active is also Future goals are important for everyone to mention.
the highlighted mark to practice both in and out of the In the future, I would like to become a person with
class. For instance, I actively perform well in the class academic, professional, and financial success. Being
in terms of questioning, answering, discussions, and an academically successful person might be true right
presentations. Similarly, I go to the library after the now, but it doesn’t mean it’s useful enough; more or less,
class and I surf the Internet in E-Library for more up- I could share experiences as what I am doing now to
to-date stuff, especially for IT documents and practices. inspire others for their goods. With a satisfied profession,
The ability to study is personally not enough, meaning I I could get rid of wasting time and improving myself
have to practice studying smart along with studying hard through hardship and the flexibility of various situation
as well. The last thing to mention is communication. frameworks. Eventually, money doesn’t make everyone
Being an extrovert is simply to gain more knowledge rich in terms of everything, yet it is the need to fulfill an
through others while we are working on something new. enjoyable life.
Sometimes we could think outside the box through the
combination of the ideas and logical reasons. I think What advice would you give to students who want to
these strategies are a little bit complicated, but you may be more successful next term?
test yourself. If it works well, keep it up and keep in mind Everyone needs mentors to light up like a candle burning
slow. As a senior student, I got some advice to those who
the two words “commitment and persistence.”
really need it. The first thing is that you should consider
What teacher has inspired you the most?
studying the delicious food which you really want to try
All the teachers in The University of Cambodia inspire and eat every single day. The next thing is to be smart
me in different ways. However, Mr. Kaing Sopheap, a in doing everything. In addition, you should try to solve
professor at UC, has inspired me the most. His advice is or find out something instead of complaining of the
great that I could always think of and practice and even hardship. Last but not least, when you realize something
obtain great outcomes in most events of my life.
you adore, enjoy, and you consider important the most,
you should keep it up and never give up. At the end, I
What’s your best memory at UC?
wish everyone luck and success in your life..
The best memory at UC is that I become close to
UC Bulletin Vol. 36
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ALUMNI
Ms. Seang Sokcheng
UC College/School: TheTFSB
Year of Graduation : 2016
Major : Business Management
What did you like most about UC?
“I liked a lot of things about UC. I liked how it was a
pretty open school. For example, I didn’t have to wear
any uniform--I could wear anything I wanted for school.
And the lecturers were quite knowledgeable in their
field. So, learning from them was sometimes outside
of the textbook but also from their work experience
or life experience as well, which helped me make my
own decisions. I liked to spend time in the library and
be surrounded by books and quiet people who were
studying.”
What did you think of your program’s facilities
such as available technology, resources, laboratories and classrooms?
“When I was studying, I only needed books, a quiet
place to read, internet and sometimes a computer in
order to do my work, and UC provided all of them in a
very comfortable way. I really loved being in the library
and the e-library there. I remember spending so much
time just hanging out in the library alone or with some
friends but of course we did not talk much. But it was
a good place after class for reviewing to learn or to just
being down after class.”
Was there a faculty member, staff, or fellow student
who made a lasting impression on you or helped you
when you were here at UC? How? Why?
“Actually, a lot of my fellow students, lecturers and staff
members had helped me in last three and a half years at
UC. I cannot possibly name them all, but I have one who
was probably the most helpful to me which is Ms. Gina
Lopez, the Dean of TFSB. She helped me a lot not only in
terms of academic struggling but in many other ways as
well. From the very first time at UC, she noticed me. She
welcomed me to the school. Afterward, in my journey
I also asked her for help on many different matters in
academics or in any struggle. She was the one who I
trusted to listen to my complaints and thoughts and act
on it. So yeah, she definitely made a lasting impression
on me especially her kindness.”

seminars, and actually I was the President of UCSS 8th
mandate. That one year experience really taught me a lot.
To be honest, I was not ready. I made a lot of mistakes
in terms of leading the team. I thought I was ready for
the position but I was not. However, the team was very
understanding and they helped carry the whole team to
success. So I learned that in order to be a leader, you
need to do a lot. And my teammates had taught me in
many skills such as being a patient listener, a dedicated
worker, and to be an understanding negotiator which
was something that I was not.”
What was your most memorable moment as a student
of the University of Cambodia?
“My most memorable moment was in year one. I
remember getting an A grade from Khmer culture class.
If you knew me back then, I was not a very typical
Khmer girl. I was still rebellious. I was not into Khmer
culture, and I did not know much about Khmer history
or culture. But then I got to learn from Dr. Diep Sophal.
With his passion and simple way of explaining things,
I got inspired to learn more about my own culture. I
copied books from him. I researched and I did all of my
assignments all of my homework that teacher had given.
And I remember getting that A grade and I knew it was
my own effort and I was very proud.”
What is your current job? How did your experience
at the University of Cambodia help you obtain and
succeed in this position?
“My current job is a co-founder of Wapatoa.com, a
website that help people open their heart and sharpen
their mind. A lot of the things that I learned from UC
have become a help. I majored in Business Management.
Of course running something in your own, you need
some management skills although I got help from my
teammates my other co-founder but to be exposed to those
principles helped to run your own start up. And the class
that I took with Dr. Diep Sophal also helped influence
me. From that day on, I began to be more interested in
Khmer writing, literature, and culture, actually anything
in Khmer. And Wapatoa.com is actually a bilingual
website. The first interest in Khmer culture really help
me in term of crafting my Khmer writing style now
because of all material that I have absorbed from then,
so I think a lot of my path now can be traced back into 3
and a half year that I study in UC.”

What career advice would you like to give to students
to better prepare them for the real world?
“Well, do not forget to read Wapatoa because it is a
big part of what we do and it will prepare people to be
responsible, kind, smart, happy person, and want to
contribute to the society. I think one advice that I can
give to anyone is to be proactive. Whatever skills you
have now, whatever flaws you have, whatever situation
you are in now, if you are proactive, you can always try
Did you participate in any UC events, activities, clubs to find way to get yourself out of it. And if you fail, don’t
or organizations? If so, what was your experience?
think of it as failing, think of it as learning. Just do not be
“I went to quite a lot such as festivals, workshops, passive and be pro-active, as there is always be a way.”
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TALK

What did you like most about UC?
“UC provides and focuses on quality rather than
quantity of the students as well as provides cutting edge
educational methods.”
What did you think of your program’s facilities
such as available technology, resources, laboratories and classrooms?
“During my years at UC, I was very excited with the UC
campus and environment such as classroom preparation
and resources available which give all the students the
feeling of home.”

Was there a faculty member, staff, or fellow student
who made a lasting impression on you or helped you
when you were here at UC? How? Why?
“When I was a student, I could see that everyone at
UC, faculty members, staff, or fellow students, were
passionate on building great relationships and friendships.
What I remember the most was in my second year, when
I was so tied up with my work, so I met professor Pay
Chheng How who could understand and help consult
me on how I could manage to continue my study in the
evening session. I remember that he was really helpful
and accommodating for me.”
Did you participate in any UC events, activities, clubs
or organizations? If so, what was your experience?
“I know there are so many events that were initiated by
UC students, and I liked those events. A few events I
had participated were Khmer New Year 2014-2016,
UC alumni event, Green Day 2013, and other small
events.”

Mr. Tuy Chhairaing
UC College/School: CoAH
Year of Graduation : 2017
Major : English Language
What is your current job? How did your experience
at the University of Cambodia help you obtain and
succeed in this position?
“- Title: Regional HR Operations Specialist at Maersk
- UC equipped me with communication skills to work in
an international environment with business knowledge,
cross-culture understanding, professional behavior, and
soft skills for the working place.”
Have you taken advantage UC’s vast alumni network
and services (UC Alumni Association, UC Alumni
Reunion, etc.)? Which ones?
“UC Alumni Reunion”

What career advice would you like to give to students
to better prepare them for the real world?
What was your most memorable moment as a student “Look for an internship or temporary job to do while
of the University of Cambodia?
in school. Do not wait until you graduate. Work with
• Friendship, moments of hard study, and biking something you are passionate about, which can grow
under the sun and rain to school.
your skills and career path. Focus and be disciplined
• Meeting with other students to complete many with what you are doing. Learning the digital way of
school assignments.
working which evolves with technology.”

The
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Special Program: Tree Planting, andASEAN Ambassador Partner Lecture
By: Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of ASEAN Study Center

On 26 September 2018, The University of Cambodia
(UC), represented by the ASEAN Study Center
(ASC), in close partnership with the Delegation of
the European Union to the Kingdom of Cambodia,
co-organized a special program, i.e. a Rumduol
Tree Planting, and the ASEAN Ambassador Partner
Lecture Series, during the European Green Week
Diplomacy, focusing on ‘The EU Policies and
Actions on Climate Change and Environment.’ Over
160 students, faculty members and management
team of the UC, attended the distinguished lecture
at the Conference Center on the 5th Floor of the UC
Building.

of the ASEAN Study Center, and the UC executives,
planted a traditional Khmer Rumduol tree in front
of UC’s building. The UC’s Represenative and H.E.
Ambassador were very pleased to co-plant this
tree as a significant emblem of green educational
relations between the EU and the UC throughout
Cambodia.

Dr. Chhun Vannak delivered his opening remarks
for the ASEAN Ambassador Partner Lecture Series,
and he encouraged the participants to go green
through ‘Leading by the Great Green Example in
Europe, Cambodia, Asia, the Asia Pacific region and
other regions of the world. We, only acting together,
H.E. George Edgar, Ambassador of Delegation of can transform our currently unsustainable human
the European Union to the Kingdom of Cambodia, civilization into a much more sustainable one, called
and H.E. Samraing Kamsan, a Member of the a real World Green Civilization.’ He closed it with
Board of Trustees, a special representative of H.E. Three G Seeds for them to enjoy in life: ‘1. Green
Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Civilization Love, 2. Green Growth Love, 3. Green
Board of Trustees and President of the University of Lifestyles Love.’
Cambodia, along with Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director
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Series:‘The EU Policies and Actions on Climate Change and Environment’

At the ASEAN Ambassador Partner Lecture Series,
H.E. EU Ambassador George Edgar explained the
EU financial and technical assistance to Cambodia,
including the Cambodia Climate Change Alliance,
clean green energy, sound management of natural
resources, sustainable community lifelihoods,
forest community, green growth for a low-cabon
economy, Cambodia sustainable development
2030, and climate change mitigation and adaption.
H.E. George Edgar raised the EU policies and
actions regarding climate change issues in Europe,
including increasing its international cooperation
and providing strong support to partners outside the
EU.

green growth. He explained that the EU assisted
in the adoption and distribution of solar energy
technologies in Cambodia, and funds the Cambodia
Climate Change Alliance (CCCA). The CCCA aids
line ministries to taking their measures and actions
and planning to cope with climate change and
helps to drive public and private investments into a
more climate friendly direction, and supports local
communities in adaptation to climate change.

The European Union supports Cambodia’s
conservation and sustainable use of forests, deemed
as vital for the fight against climate change, attributed
to its advantage of absorbing harmful carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere. Further, the production of
His Excellency Ambassador George Edgar raised energy from renewable, environmentally friendly
the adverse impacts of climate change posing a great sources, especially solar energy is fundamental
threat to our planet and the people, which may be to Cambodia’s economic growth, while ensuring
imposed onto agriculture, heath, infrastructure and climate stability.
on the natural environment, and thereby undermine
The ASEAN Ambassador Partner Lecture Series
the development benefits gained over many decades
ended with great enthusiasm and fruitful discussion
and retarding the achievement of the 2030 agenda
from the participants. Dr. Chhun Vannak, the UC’s
for sustainable development.
Representative provided a token of appreciation
His Excellency EU Ambassador was pleased to Excellency EU Ambassador George Edgar and
to inform the audience of the EU assistance to delegates.
Cambodia in the areas of climate change and
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The University of Cambodia Career Fair 2018
By: Mr. Hor Kimheng, Deputy Director, OPACA

On 3rd October 2018, The University of Cambodia
organized the 2nd Career Fair which hosted
12 companies, offering a wide selection of job
opportunities for The University of Cambodia
students as well as the public. The companies who
took part in this year’s career fair were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brown Coffee
Panalpina
Goodhill
Ventura
GFX
AEON Specialize Bank
Campu Bank
Cellcard
CamHR
UCB bank
SEATEL
AIA

In addition, to have the students who wished to join
in the career fair be well-prepared, The University
of Cambodia partnered with Miss Lim Hong, CEO
and Founder of First Solution Firm, who prepared
a workshop on how to construct a good CV and
cover letter. On the day of the Career Fair, many
students who joined came with a well-prepared CV
and cover letter. The University of Cambodia hopes
that this event helped the students find excellent jobs
before they graduated as well as understand how to
be ready for the next stage of their career.

The School of Creative Arts (SCA) was founded on April 26, 2018 under the leadership and guidance
of His Excellency Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of
The University of Cambodia. SCA primarily consists of three parts: (1) Music and Songs (2) Dancing
and (3) Drama. SCA will offer certificate programs, Associate’s Degrees, and Bachelor’s Degrees, all of
which have curricula that are designed to meet national and international standards. This will help
ensure that students will become professional artists, teachers, and leading researchers. For the new
Academic Year 2018-2019, The University of Cambodia is offering several scholarships. For more
information, please contact the Office of Admissions, Information, and Registration.
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Distinguished Lecture on
“Mahatma Gandhi and Gandhian Philosophy”
By: Mr. In Sovanpol, Assistant Dean of Techo Sen School of Government and International Relations

On October 4, 2018, the Techo Sen School of
Government and International Relations of The
University of Cambodia organized a Public Lecture
Series on “Mahatma Gandhi and Gandhian
Philosophy,” as part of the 150th birth anniversary
of Mahatma Gandhi, which was presented by Dr.
Shobhana Radhakrishna, Chief of Functionary of
the Gandhi Forum for Good Corporate Governance

influence on Mahatma Gandhi in his childhood was
that of his mother who was deeply pious and truthful.
For the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi, in his time the
most harmful and destructive impact on the world was
that of imperialism, modern industrialization, violence,
war, materialism and the greed for controlling the
world. In a world torn apart by violence, greed, and
intolerance, Mahatma Gandhi emerged as a powerful
antithesis to man’s cruelty and small-mindedness. He
Dr. Shobhana Radhakrishna recalled Gandhi’s became the voice of sanity and a beacon of hope for
background and his struggle for the Dependence of peace-minded and tolerant individuals everywhere.
India in 1947 through the “Non-Violence Principles.”
Gandhi was the most powerful visionary and a practical Last but not least, Dr. Shobhana Radhakrishna
idealist from the first half of the last century whose life mentioned the awareness of the “Gandhian Philosophy
is a role model for us all. His life and thoughts apply to of Non-Violence Principles” which is the basic
all of us at all times, to every sphere of life and provide foundation toward the peace and harmonization of
ways with which it can be applied to everyday tasks. the human-beings. In addition, the UN also observes
the birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi as the
Dr. Shobhana Radhakrishna revealed that the greatest International Day of Non-violence.
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Scholarship Examination for Bachelor’s,
Master’s, and Doctoral Degrees
By: Mr. Pheng Sopheak, Director, Office of Scholarships

On Saturday, 12 October 2018, The University of
Cambodia held a special event—the Scholarships
Examination for Bachelor’s (BA), Master’s (MA),
and Doctoral (Ph.D) Degrees. For BA scholarships,
every student who passed the National High School
Examination (Bac.II) for Academic Year 2017-2018
was able to apply, whereas there was an exception
only for the College of Media and Communications
and the School of Creative Arts, who allowed
students from every academic year of study. For MA
and Ph.D scholarships, students who had successful
graduated from a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree
could apply. The total number of applicants reached
1835 (BA= 1303; MA= 187; Ph.D= 48) and they
were divided into 30 rooms.
All the sub-committees were well-prepared to
welcome the applicants early in the morning. In
order to start the examination as scheduled, Dr. Y
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Ratana, Vice President for Academic Affairs and the
Permanent Co-chair of the Scholarship Examination
Committee, announced to all invigilators, students,
and especially the central sub-committee to be ready
for the start at 8.00am.
All the applicants came on time and took their
test and the controllers took their responsibilities
seriously to check and observe the examining
process. Controllers concisely emphasized that the
test papers could not be changed. Applicants had to
comply with the instructions of the test paper, i.e. the
answers must be placed on the answer sheet without
deleting or editing areas. They were very strict about
cheating and ensured that all applicants were treated
fairly. Finally, the Scholarships Examination for
Academic Year 2018-2019 was completed smoothly
at 11:00am.

UC in Action

Academic Orientation 2018-2019
By: Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of The School of Undergraduate Studies (SUS)

From 22-28 October 2018, The School of Undergraduate
Studies (SUS) on behalf of The University of Cambodia
(UC) hosted the Academic Orientation 2018-2019 for
the purpose of introducing new students about UC. The
event was conducted at the UC Conference Center, 5th
floor, in four different sessions - morning, afternoon,
evening and weekend.

Ms. Chap Chamroeunleakhena, Deputy Director of
the UC Library, stressed on the important roles of the
library and the services that the Main Library and the
E-Library provide for students. She ended her speech
with a short video clip showing about what to do and
not to do in the UC library.

Mr. Pay Chheng How, Dean of the School of Foreign
Languages (SFL), presented about SFL including
learning outcomes, study programs, course curricula
and admissions requirement to SFL as well as to
UC. He then focused on career prospects for students
graduating in different degrees from SFL.

In the end, Dr. Y Ratana, VPAA, and Ms. Gina V. Lopez,
VPIA, gave a brief wrap-up on the sharing sessions and
thanked all the participants for their presence. Students
then had the opportunity to ask questions, including
about study programs, session change, and other related
academic services, which the team then answered.

Mr. Chhean Brasit, Director of the Skills and Career
To begin with, Dr. Y Ratana, Vice President for Development Center (SCDC), talked about life at
Academic Affairs (VPAA), and Ms. Gina V. Lopez, university specifically focusing on four key aspects:
Vice President for International Affairs (VPIA),
• Life changing experiences
delivered the opening remarks by welcoming students
• Knowledge
to UC, highlighting effective strategies for outstanding
• Self-improvement
academic performance as a university student, and
officially announcing the opening session of the event.
• Skills and career development

Next, Ms. Sovann Chanry, Acting Director of the
Office of Academic Affairs (OAA), briefly explained
about the roles and responsibilities of OAA, preparing
class schedules and exams, recording students’
attendance and updating their study records, among
other tasks.
Also, Mr. Hong Sophorn, Director of the Academic
Foundation Department (AFD), introduced participants
about AFD, and then shared about services provided
by AFD, particularly preparing AFD certificates,
registering AFD students and conducting different
exams for AFD students.
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The Study Visit by a Delegation
By: Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of ASEAN Study Center

On 24th October 2018 at 9:00 am, The University of
Cambodia (UC), represented by the ASEAN Study
Center (ASC), in coordination with the Royal Thai
Embassy in the Kingdom of Cambodia and Rangsit
University in Thailand, organized a study visit of Thai
delegates from Rangsit University to establish a broad
scope of cooperation on the exchange of education and
Thai language trainings and education.

and organization of this study visit. Dr. Nakkonthep
Tipayasuparat also appreciated the UC for its good
cooperation with the Rangsit University.

Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of ASEAN Study
Center, expressed his high appreciations to H.E.
Panyarak Poolthup, Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary of the Kingdom of Thailand to
the Kingdom of Cambodia for having facilitated the
During the first discussion session at the UC’s
arrangement of the prominent Thai private university,
Executive Conference Room, Dr. Y Ratana, Vicein particular Rangsit University, to cooperate with The
President for Academic Affairs and a Representative
University of Cambodia and ASEAN Study Center, in
of H.E. Dr. KAO Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of
order to enhance Thai language trainings, education
the Board of Trustees and President of the University
and research studies.
of Cambodia, warmly welcomed the Head of the
Thai delegation represented by Dr. Nakkonthep
The meeting with the UC’s Executives and delegates
Tipayasuparat, the Deputy Dean for Academic
from Rangsit University, discussed a need for an open
Affairs from Rangsit University and other delegates
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between The
from Rangsit University and diplomats of the Royal
University of Cambodia, and Rangsit University. To
Thai Embassy in the Kingdom of Cambodia. The UC’s
well implement the would-be MOU, both sides would
Representative informed the Thai delegates of the
come up with a sectoral Memorandum of Agreement
university’s governance structure, academic curricular
(MOA), such as Thai Language with the UC’s School
and its various Memorandum of Understandings
of Foreign Languages, Humanities with the College of
(MOUs) with foreign academic institutions. Then,
Arts and Humanities, Technology with the College of
representative of the Rangsit University expressed their
Science and Technology and Business with the Tony
high appreciation to the UC and ASC for the invitation
Fernandes School of Business.
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from

Rangsit University, Thailand

For the outcome of the discussion meeting, Rangsit
University and the ASC could co-organize a research
conference/academic meeting. It was also focused on
the exchanges of academic research, joint publications
and support from the Rangsit University to the ASEAN
Think-Tank Network, directed by the ASEAN Study
Center. The Head of the Thai Delegation provided the
Rangsit University-prepared draft curricular about Thai
language and specialized subjects in Thai language for
an Associate’s degree and Bachelor’s Degree to the
ASC and UC. This document was then handed over
to the UC’s School of Foreign Languages to follow
up for a sectoral cooperation purpose in the next
step. In the meeting, it was also proposed to establish
Cambodia- Thailand Cooperation Center (CTCC) at
UC, and Rangsit University could support this Center
to promote Thai language and cultural exchanges, as
well as to assist in the areas of economy, development,
trade, green growth research, and Sustainable
Development Goals/Development Agenda 2030.

As of the UC’s tour, First Secretary of the Royal
Thai Embassy was shown ‘Thailand Room’ and
other ASEAN country rooms already inaugurated.
The primary focus of the tour targeted at how to
well decorate Thailand Room to be inaugurated on
January 9, 2019 by H.E. Thai Ambassador Panyarak
Poolthup. By then, His Excellency Thai Ambassador
as ASEAN Chair 2019 would have delivered the
ASEAN Ambassador Lecture Series addressing,
‘Thailand’s Foreign Policy and ASEAN Centrality’ at
The University of Cambodia.
The study visit concluded with fruitful discussion on
cooperation, promoting Thai language and cultural
exchanges, and with great excitement at further
coordination on the way forward. At last, souvenir gifts
were presented from The University of Cambodia and
the ASEAN Study Center to the Thai delegation, and
the Rangsit University also did the same.

Introducing...

			Partners of UC
The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
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UC Awards 3 Winners
at the Educational Video Competition 2018

By: Ms. Suon Sreyneang, Assistant of the College of Media and Communications

The University of Cambodia (UC) selected the three proud to be a student of The University of Cambodia”.
winners after a three-month launch to look for creative The second place was awarded to a video titled: “Sister”
educational videos in the annual video competition.
while the third was given to a video titled “The Benefits
of Education.”
In the morning of October 31, 2018, the award ceremony
was held at the university campus on floor 7 with The first two awards were produced by students from
around 50 participants, including judges, competitors, the College of Media and Communications (CMC)
students and UC staff.
and the latter was produced by students from The Tony
Fernandes School of Business of The University of
The first place award was given to a video titled: “I am
Cambodia.
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Workshop on “SPSS Analysis for MRPs and Theses”
By: Dr. Nhor Sanhei, Dean, College of Education

The College of Education (CoE) hosted a workshop
entitled “SPSS Analysis for MRPs and Theses’’ at The
University of Cambodia (UC) on November 4, 2018.
The CoE team, along with guests speakers including
PhD and MA students from CoE, collaborated to
provide the participants new knowledge about how
to use SPSS to analyze data effectively for Master’s
Research Papers and Theses. Mr. Or Siem, a
Department Director, discussed about independent and
dependent variables. Mr. Seam Chanthoul, a school
principal, and Ms. Khiev Kanika, an events manager,
explained key terms and how to insert data into SPSS

The

in the correct format. Mr. Nop Ponn, also a school
principal, explained about a pilot study procedure
as well as reliability, validity, mean, and standard
deviation.
The speakers’ presentations were very informative,
and participants listened to the ideas on SPSS analysis
to enhance their existing knowledge. They also learned
how to use this practice for their working places.
In addition, the knowledge they accumulated will
help them on their MRPs and theses. Finally, at the
conclusion of the workshop, the CoE team handed out
certificates and gifts to the guest speakers.

UC Bulletin
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Distinguished Guest Lecture on
“Intellectual Property – International Themes and Canadian Perspectives”
By: Dr. Hem Sras, Dean for College of Law

The College of Law (CoL) at The University of
Cambodia (UC) held a distinguished guest lecture on
“Intellectual Property – International Themes and
Canadian Perspectives” for students on November 5,
2018. This lecture was given by Ron Faggetter, Barrister
and Solicitor, at SMART&Bigger, Intellectual Property
and Technology Law. There were around 60 students
who attended this lecture.
According to his lecture, Mr. Faggetter focused on the
basic concepts of intellectual property and practicing
laws in Canada and internationally. He covered the
five types of intellectual property such as Trademarks,
Patents, Industrial Design, Copyright, and Trade
Secrets. He explained them in a simple and easy way
for students to understand them.
Trademark is a mark, which can be a word or a design,
to distinguish a company’s goods or services from
those of others. Trademarks can be registrable if it is
capable of being distinguishable and cannot be confused
with other marks registered in the same country. A
patent is an invention, for example, or a machine,
method, drug, etc., and its purpose is to promote
innovation. Patents can be registrable only if it is novel,
not obvious, and useful. Industrial design is a design
applied to a mass-produced article. Generally, it is
registrable if it is novel, not obvious, and appeals to the
eye. All of these types of intellectual property gain
rights by registration.
However, some intellectual properties are not registered
but are still protected by law. For example, copyright is
rights provided for a work such a song, book, movie,
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photograph, poem, computer program, etc. It gains
rights on creation if it is original and has some minimal
creativity. Copyright is possible to register, but not
often done. However, they are protected by law.
Likewise, trade secrets refers to information that is not
generally known; namely it is confidential, for example,
and can be a secret manufacturing process inside a
factory, customer lists, etc. Trade secrets are not possible
to register, but they are still protected and punished by
law if someone violates them.
Besides these, Mr. Faggetter covered the aspects of
laws governing intellectual property rights in Canada
and abroad. For regional and global protection of
intellectual property rights, there are a number of
important international treaties such as the TradeRelated Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS), Paris Convention, Berne Convention, Madrid
Agreement and Protocol, Patent Co-operation Treaty,
and Hague Agreement. When a dispute occurs, these
instruments are raised for consideration and resolution.
He also stressed about the remedies concerning the
infringement of intellectual property rights such as
damages, punitive damages, accounting of profits,
injunction, delivery up and destruction, and costs.

Students and participants learned a lot about the
intellectual property rights from his lecture. They asked
Mr. Faggetter a number of questions, and he responded
to their questions informatively. The lecture and
discussion went smoothly. In the end, the College of
Law gave a souvenir to Mr. Faggetter for spending his
precious time to give a lecture to students at College of
Law at The University of Cambodia. The session ended
in friendly group photos.

UC in Action

By: Dr. Y Ratana, Vice President for Academic Affairs

In the morning of November 15, 2018, The University
of Cambodia led by Dr. Y Ratana, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, met and signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with Myung In Gloval (MIG),
a Korean Company, led by CEO Mr. CHANG
Woong Choi. The signing of the MoU resulted from
long and fruitful discussions between the teams of
both sides. The agreement of this MoU aims at the
establishment of a Korean Language Center or
Institute at The University of Cambodia. The Center
will play a crucial role in providing a special Korean

language program, which will train Cambodian high
school students and university students who wish to
work and study in Korean universities/institutes that
are partners of MIG.
The University of Cambodia and Myung In Gloval
are fully optimistic that this MoU will greatly benefit
Cambodia students who want to study and use the
Korean language for business as well as for working
and studying in higher education in the Republic of
Korea.
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The United Nations Green Youth Programme Inauguration and The Un
By: Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of ASEAN Study Center

On 19 November 2018, the ASEAN Study Center
(ASC) of The University of Cambodia, in close
cooperation and partnership with the United Nations
Resident Coordination Office in Cambodia, organized
and hosted a special program, i.e. a Rumduol Tree
Planting, The United Nations Green Youth Programme
Inauguration and the United Nations Lecture Series
focusing on “How to change the world, it’s easier
than you think.” Over 250 students, faculty members
and management team of UC and the United Nations
Team in Cambodia, attended ‘The United Nations
Green Youth Programme’ inauguration at the ASC
Office on the 10th Floor and the distinguished lecture
at the Conference Center on the 5th Floor of the UC
Building.
Her Excellency Pauline Tamesis, the United Nations
Resident Coordinator in Cambodia, and Dr. Chhun
Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center
representing H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of
The University of Cambodia, accompanied by the
UC executives, planted a traditional Khmer Rumduol
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tree together in front of the UC’s Building. At the tree
planting ceremony for the United Nations at the UC,
Dr. Chhun Vannak appreciated the UN for planting the
UN Tree at UC, saying, ‘This UN tree is historic and
highly significant to engage the young people in the UN
Green Youth Programme, being an evergreen lasting
green initiative of the United Nations in Cambodia.’
During the tree planting for the UN at the UC’s green
campus, Her Excellency Pauline Tamesis expressed
her enthusiastic feelings and high appreciation to UC
and the ASC for extending the invitation to the special
program. Her Excellency UN Resident Coordinator
affirmed, ‘Today we start with one tree. It is one more
than before. Let’s do our part to rejuvenate depleted
forests and protect the forests that remain.’
After the tree co-planting ceremony, Her Excellency
Pauline Tamesis and Dr. Chhun Vannak officially
co-inaugurated ‘The United Nations Green Youth
Programme’ on the 10th Floor. This UN Green
Programme aims at empowering the young people and
the youth of Cambodia and Asia to work together and

UC in Action

nited Nations Lecture Series:“How to change the world, it’s easier than you think”

be strongly engaged in green awareness campaigns
and the activities for the concerted realization of
Sustainable Development Goals to ensure the Planet
Earth’s sustainbility. Afterwards, Her Excellency
Pauline Tamesis signed the UC’s guest book and
photos were uploaded to the UC Facebook.
At the United Nations Lecture Series, Her Excellency
Pauline Tamesis said that the United Nations System in
Cambodia works and cooperates with all stakeholders
to orient socio-economic development and growth
of the country towards the right green balanced
development in the four dimensions, including culture,
economy, environment and society. These joint efforts
and actions contribute to the accelerated achievement
of Cambodia Sustainable Development Goals in 2030.
Here, the United Nations, coupled with the Royal
Government of Cambodia and all stakeholders by acting
together in the same developmental direction, really
assist in mobilizing domestic resources necessary for
the achievements of the SDGs. This also reinforces the
practices of Cambodia Green Growth Policy, National
Strategic Plan on Green Growth 2013-2030 and the
government’s Rectangular Strategy IV 2018-2023.

explained how to change the world with the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Then, she highlighted
the SDGs as the sustainable development blueprint to
make a better and more sustainable future for all. To be
part of making the world a better place for all of us to
live, an individual started to change their unsustainable
or non-green habit into the sustainable and green one,
raising the example of bringing a recyclable water
bottle from home to their workplace to reduce plastic
in the public space. She also said that all stakeholders
must work together to achieve the SDGs, and that we
can use technology and sustainable production and
consumption to help get there.

In concluding the United Nations Lecture Series,
Dr. Chhun Vannak stated, ‘It is so great now for the
inclusive green growth, with H.E.Ms. Pauline Tamesis,
a prominent simple approachable female Leader, and
she is here for the people and the young for the future. It
is directed and led by the people for the people’s needs
in the pursuit of green civilization and Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).’ Then, the UC’s gifts
were provided to Her Excellency Pauline Tamesis
and her UN Team. At last, the participants gained an
increasing understanding and a deep insight into value
In addressing the young students and the participants
of the SDGs for Cambodia.
during her lecture, Her Excellency Pauline TAMESIS
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3rd Annual Student
By: Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

On 29 November 2018, The University of Cambodia
hosted the 3rd annual Student Academic Leadership
Conference in the Cambodia Hall. This one-day event
was designed to give students the opportunity to be the
experts for the day and to practice speaking in English
in front of a large audience; the students listening
in turn were able to experience another medium for
learning.
This year, the organizer of the event, Mr. Travis
Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and
Creativity, changed the format to match the SALC to
be like the World Economic Forum, with each session
containing four speakers and one moderator from
two different colleges. The speakers would present
on a topic for ten minutes each before the moderator
would open up a question and answer session with the
audience. This style was used to encourage students
to effectively use visual aids, present clearly and
concisely, and capture the attention of the audience.
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Each session was streamed on Facebook Live and
have racked up thousands of views.
The day began with an Opening Session chaired by
Ms. Gina Lopez, Vice President for International
Affairs, who delivered an inspiring speech to students.
She encouraged the students in the audience to get
involved in the yearly conference and she thanked the
students who volunteered because they showed their
bravery and willingness to learn. The day itself was
divided into four one-hour sessions so that all weekday
students had a chance to join. Mr. Seng Sokkheang
and Mr. Heng Yonghay of the Tony Fernandes
School of Business, and Ms. Prak Leaksmy and
Mr. Saviny Reachseyhak of the School of Foreign
Languages launched the first session with the
moderator, Ms. Ea Meimei. They spoke on the topic
“Role of communication in international business”
and gave concrete examples of how different cultures
communicate and the challenges they face.

UC in Action

Academic Leadership Conference

Then, the College of Media and Communications,
represented by Ms. Keo Sreypich and Mr. Roeurn
Vasna, and the College of Arts and Humanities,
represented by Mr. Chhorn Limphors and Ms.
Lay Kimnoch and moderator Mr. Khit Soaphorn,
presented on the topic “Role of media in social
development.” Notably, Sreypich and Vasna are
Khmer-track students but spoke in excellent, fluent
English. The second afternoon session was shared
between with College of Social Sciences and College
of Law. Four outstanding speakers, namely Ms. Leng
Leakena, Mr. Nak Pichta, Mr. Chhay Mit and Mr.
Sem Vireakboth, presented a highly-researched topic
“Everything But Arms (EBA)” and analyzed the issue
in great detail, and the moderator Ms. Rim Lihour
skillfully summarized the speakers and led the Q&A.

Business, represented by Mr. Khov Kimleng and Mr.
Chea Polay, along with the moderator Ms. Pov Panha
Linda; the speakers discussed different facets of online
business, including the types of online business, how
to make one, and its benefits. Mr. Khov Kimleng then
talked about his own personal experience with his
online business and provided some recommendations
to the audience.

During each session, Deans, Associate Deans, and
lecturers graded the presenters and moderators, and
the one with the highest average received a special
certificate at the Closing Ceremony. Mr. Travis
Mitchell announced that this year’s presenters were
by far the strongest, and the presentations were more
interesting, dynamic, and focused than ever before. He
then revealed that Ms. Ea Meimei won the prize for the
The final session was hosted by the College of Social best overall moderator and Ms. Leng Leakena earned
Science, represented by Mr. Sun Punleu and Mr. the overall best presenter award.
Soeun Sameat, and The Tony Fernandes School of
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It is my privilege to welcome you to our new school, the School of Foreign Languages (SFL) at The
University of Cambodia (UC)! Established in early 2018 and recognized by the Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sport (MoEYS), the School of Foreign Languages trains students in a wide range of languages
in both non-degree and academic programs. The School consists of six language programs and offers
courses in Chinese, English, French, Japanese, Korean and Thai with a special focus on the study of the
language, communication, literature and culture. Students specializing in these areas will be fluent in a
chosen language, exposed to cultures that are diverse from their own and will have learned to negotiate
these cultural differences through the study and applied research of language and literature. In addition to
the above languages, other languages will be added accordingly to meet the market’s needs.
The School of Foreign Languages provides many interesting and up-to-date courses, mainly in English, to
students and equips them with an in-depth knowledge and soft skills for life-long learning. The disciplines
in the School play an important role in the global need for communication between people in the 21st
century, not only in Southeast Asia but also with the rest of the world. Therefore, we believe that our wellstructured curricula and qualified faculty members will enable our graduates to successfully be recruited to
high-paid jobs and serve the society at their best.
In addition, graduates from the School of Foreign Languages will have expanded personal horizons: they
have access to the literature of other cultures as a means for personal enrichment. This promotes life-long
learning through encouraging critical thinking and a broadening of the individual’s perspectives through
the exposure to other cultures.
We are very pleased to invite students, parents and guests to visit our Facebook page, website
or campus or contact us at (855) 23 993 274, 23 993 276, 060 3333 46 or 093 777 991 to
obtain more information about our study programs, and we really appreciate your tireless
support.
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The University of Cambodia (UC) would like to announce that it is embarking on an
ambitious five-year fundraising campaign to secure $300 million so that we can provide
even more opportunities to young Cambodian scholars across the country and ensure
that every young person, despite his or her financial background, has access to quality
education and a brighter future.
This campaign, which will run from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2023, coincides with our
15th anniversary and is designed to support UC’s academic mission, vision and roadmap
by emphasizing the following key areas: prioritizing students in pursuing their academic
and professional goals; focusing on research, innovation and creativity; raising the
standards of teaching and academic quality; and building modern learning and research
environments.
The University of Cambodia has identified eleven key areas
where funding is most needed in order to ensure that the University
continues to deliver quality education and academic excellence for Cambodian youth:

Donors may contribute any type of capital or funds. Donations may also be in-kind, including computers,
books, supplies, or other resources, or donors may provide their time or skills. Donors are also encouraged
to make yearly pledges in order to maximize their impact.
For more information about donating to the UC Funding Campaign 2018-2023, please
contact Ms. Chan Sreyroth at the Office of The University of Cambodia Foundation.
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16 Days Campaign on Ending Gender-Based Violence
By: Mr. Prak Sopheara, President of UCCRCY

On 30th November, The Ministry of Women’s Affairs organized a workshop called “16 Days Campaign on
End Gender-Based Violence, Start from Yourself” presided over by H.E. HOU Samet, Secretary of MoWA,
and supported by UNFPA in cooperation with UCCRCY and UCSS. The purpose of the workshop was to
increase the participation to prevent and respond to gender-based violence and to promote positive behaviors
to victims of gender-based violence. This workshop was joined by senior officials of MoWA and relevant
institutions, professors and students in the University, totaling 322 people (215 of whom were women).
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Orientation on German Scholarships for Master’s and Doctoral Degrees
By: Mr. Kor Chhaihong, Head of Department of English, SFL

On 20th November 2018, from 9:30 to 11:30 am, the
School of Foreign Languages (SFL) at The University
of Cambodia (UC) hosted an orientation on German
scholarships for German MA and PhD programs in the
Germany Room on the 6th floor. The presenters were
Dr. Berndt Tilp, Director of the DAAD Information
Center in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, and Mr.
Chanchamroeun Saing, Ambassador of DAAD/
German Academic Exchange Service, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia, at Germany room. There were approximately
80 participants, including faculty members, staff and
students at The University of Cambodia as well as
outsiders.

have many opportunities to get part-time jobs to support
their cost of living. They were allowed to work in many
places such as schools, restaurants, supermarkets, cafés,
bookstores, mini-marts, and so on. Notably, nonEuropean students were allowed to work only 120 days
or 240 days without a work permit.

Moreover, he stated that students decided to study in
Germany because of five reasons. First, the quality
of education was excellent in terms of research and
lecturing. Second, a wide range of courses were offered.
Third, close links between theories and practice were
strictly and carefully considered. Fourth, students had
quick development of personal and intellectual potential.
To start the program, Dr. Berndt Tilp and Mr. Fifth, a safe and economically stable location were
Chanchamroeun Saing politely greeted the participants, ensured for both native and non-native Germans.
and Mr. Chanchamroeun Saing mentioned that in
After they finished doing their presentations, the Q&A
Germany, there were 106 universities, 44 technical
session was held. The audiences asked about the tips to
universities, 216 universities of applied sciences, 52
get German scholarships to study MA and PhD programs,
colleges of music, arts and film, and 119 private colleges
and Mr. Chanchamroeun Saing well responded that it was
and academies. There were over 1900 international
all about taking time to visit websites which provided
degree programs throughout Germany and those
the scholarships and understanding the requirements
included Bachelor’s, Master’s and structured Doctoral
and eligibility of the scholarships. Then, he showed
programmes. He highlighted that to apply for the
some links and websites for German scholarships to the
admission and visa, students needed to submit their
listeners for their further reading and research.
application early enough. They should visit the website
of the German Federal Foreign Office for the latest visa At the end of the session, students were happy to have
requirements for all countries.
received clear information from the speakers. Last but
not least, the audience had a photo opportunity under a
Regarding the employment while staying in Germany,
very joyful atmosphere.
he said that scholarship students in Germany could
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Special Program: Tree Planting, The UNESCO Room Inauguration
By: Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of ASEAN Study Center

The ASEAN Study Center (ASC) representing The
University of Cambodia (The UC) in partnership with
UNESCO in Cambodia was honored to host a special
program, including a Tree Planting, UNESCO Room
inauguration and the United Nations Lecture Series:
‘UNESCO Biosphere Reserve’ on 20th December
2018. The special program was presided over by Her
Excellency Ms. Anne Lemaistre, Head of Phnom Penh
Office and UNESCO Representative in Cambodia,
and Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of ASEAN Study
Center, as the UC’s Representative.
Her Excellency Ms. Anne Lemaistre, UNESCO
Representative in Cambodia participated in a tree
planting ceremony for UNESCO, with Dr. Chhun
Vannak representing H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn,
Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and
President of The University of Cambodia, along with
the UC’s Executives, at the front of the University
Building. During the tree planting for UNESCO,
Dr. Chhun Vannak expressed his heartfelt gratitude
to Her Excellency Anne Lemaistre for spending her
value time on planting the tree together as a connector
of involving this UN organization in green campus
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and environmental safeguard with the university.
Her Excellency UNESCO Representative was also
enthusiastic to be engaged in this particular function,
and she was convinced of the continued good
cooperation between UC and UNESCO on sustainable
development, education, cultural conservation,
environmental protection, scientific research as
signified by the continuing growth of the tree on
campus.
On the occasion of UNESCO Room co-inauguration,
Dr. Chhun Vannak remarked, ‘This room significantly
celebrates UNESCO’s many great contributions to
Cambodia, including cultural conservation, education,
green scientific innovations, a culture of teaching,
the broadening of universal access to information,
gender equality and the freedom for development.’ He
also emphasized, ‘It will be a permanent UNESCO
Room here that also honors your own unceasing work
on behalf of helping to improve the quality of life,
biodiversity conservation, cultural preservation, green
growth, environmental protection and education in
Cambodia.’ Her Excellency UNESCO Representative
was very pleased to have a UNESCO Room installed

an

nd

UC in Action
The United Nations Lecture Series:“UNESCO Biosphere Reserve”

at the UC, and she was optimistic about UNESCO’s
further cooperation with the UC and ASC for the
relevant developmental areas. Then, H.E. Ms. Anne
Lemaistre signed the UC guest book and the group
photos were uploaded. The inauguration event was
broadcast live in the UC’s facebook.

increase universal respect for justice, the rule of law,
and human rights along with fundamental freedoms.
To help the students to have an understanding of
UNESCO biosphere reserves, Her Excellency Anne
Lemaistre defined biosphere reserves as ‘areas
comprising terrestrial, marine and coastal ecosystems.
Each reserve promotes solutions reconciling the
conservation of biodiversity with its sustainable use.’
She then highlighted the importance of the Tonle Sap
Lake and river and explained the importance of the
Cardamom Mountains.

At the United Nations Lecture Series, Dr. Chhun
Vannak mentioned that UNESCO launched the United
Nations Green Youth Programme by Her Excellency
Pauline Tamesis on 19th November 2018 at UC
to encourage our young students to go green and
assist in the achievements of Cambodia Sustainable
These Biosphere Reserves are necessary to assure the
Development Goals, in particular Goal 4 for Education,
achievements of man and the Biosphere Programme
and Cambodia Green Civilization by 2030.
(MAP) objectives, including conserving biological and
Her Excellency Anne Lemaistre’s lecture on cultural diversity, proposing innovative approaches
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve primarily focused on to sustainable development and promoting research,
the conservation of biodiversity, culture, protection monitoring, education and training.
of flooded forests, the Tonle Sap Biosphere Reserve
The United Nations Lecture Series concluded with the
and a prioritized environmental protection area, i.e.
students’ increased understanding of biosphere reserve
Cardamom Mountains Biosphere Reserve as the
and value of natural resources, cultural conservation,
second UNESCO biosphere reserve project and Tonle
and natural capital through UNESCO’s contributions
Sap Lake. Addressing the over 100 participants, she
to Cambodia’s sustainable development. Dr. Chhun
described the roles and functions of UNESCO as
Vannak provided the UC’s gifts to H.E. Ms. Anne
defined its purpose, mainly to contribute to peace and
Lemaistre and held a photo session.
security by promoting international collaboration, to
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the FOUrTEENTH ANNUAL
By: Mr. Cheng Vichet, Assistant to Vice President for Academic Affairs, and
Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

On December 21st, 2018, The University of
Cambodia held the Fourteenth Annual Graduation
Ceremony for Bachelor’s degree graduates, Master’s
degree graduates, and outstanding staff, faculty and
students. The ceremony was held at the Southeast Asia
Television Station (SEATV) Auditorium, and was
highly presided over by H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn,
Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and
President of The University of Cambodia (UC).
Firstly, Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of the School for
Undergraduate Studies of The University of Cambodia,
reported about the background, academic programs,
graduates, current students, and the outcomes of the
UC Graduation and the future plans of The University
of Cambodia.
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Then H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn gave his welcoming
remarks and congratulated all graduates, awardees,
outstanding staff, faculty and students. In his speech
he focused firstly on his whole life and educational
background, about both studying and working. He
also gave advice to all graduates to maintain good
habits including doing research, asking questions,
and remaining modest. Moreover, he shared about the
roles and responsibilities as new intellectuals in the
globalized world as they need to adapt and be flexible
in life. He also recommended them to pursue further
education. In addition, he mentioned that all graduates
had spent at least four to five years with a strong
commitment and worked hard for their degree, and
that they are the best of the best.

UC in Action

Graduation Ceremony 2018

Finally, he stressed three important points to the
graduates:
•

Opportunity: He mentioned that all students
today have a lot of opportunities to do
anything, such as studying and working,
due to this country being peaceful, and he
thanked the head of the Royal Government
of Cambodia who has struggled to keep
peace, development and economic growth.
He remarked that we should not forget our
history despite the digital revolution and that
they are now ready to compete both regionally
and internationally.

when we face obstacles or difficult situations.
In addition, he advised all graduates to not
just talk the talk, but walk the walk, meaning
their actions should reflect their beliefs. It’s
better to have a best friend instead of many
friends, especially in the path of life-longing
learning.
After completing his keynote address, H.E. Dr. Kao
Kim Hourn presented the awards for outstanding staff
and faculty. Subsequently, H.E. Samraing Kamsan,
Member of the Board of Trustees and Dr. Angus
Munro, Vice President for Research, Development
and Policy, presented the certificates to outstanding
students.

•

Health care: He advised the audience to
strengthen their health because health is
everything. Because of good health, we can to
do everything, such as studying and working.
Moreover, he encouraged all graduates and
students to read more books that can improve
your knowledge and yourself.

•

Good deeds: He asked everyone to perform The 14th Annual Graduation Ceremony came to an
good deeds for others whenever they can, end at 6:30pm with a very enchanting atmosphere at
because he believes that it would help us later the UC Campus.

Finally, H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn conferred the degrees
to all graduates. Thereafter, there was a photo session for
all graduates, faculty, and staff. The annual graduation
concluded with the remarks of Ms. Tep Sopheavatey,
representative of UC’s graduating students 2018, on
her life at The University of Cambodia.
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Workshop on
“The Assessment of Students’ Affective Domain”

By: Mr. Cheng Vichet, Assistant to Vice President for Academic Affairs

On June 27-29, 2018, Dr. Y Ratana, VPA, and Mr.
Cheng Vichet, Assistant to VPA, attended a training
workshop organized by the Accreditation Committee
of Cambodia (ACC) at Phnom Pros Hotel in Kampong
Cham Province. The event was presided over by H.E.
San Monteya, General Secretariat of the Accreditation
Committee of Cambodia and had participants from
ACC and HEIs. The topic of the workshop was
“Assessment of Students’ Affective Domain.”

Committee of Cambodia, and he shared about the
learning outcomes of students, human resources, and
social economic development which is in line with the
vision of the Royal Government of Cambodia. He
talked about students’ affective domain and the different
ways of assessing students based on teaching
methodologies of teachers in each filed. Finally, he
requested the meeting among all curriculum developers
from HEIs to discuss and apply the proper curricula.

The objectives of the workshop were to study the
vision of the management staff, lecturers, and students
related to the Assessment of Cambodian Higher
education Students’ Affective Domain; to use it as a
base to develop the educational programs on the
Assessment of Students’ Affective Domain complied
with the higher education institutions of Cambodia; to
develop critical thinking of education and the
Assessment of Students’ Affective Domain; to give
information to policy, curriculum developers, and
lecturers on the Assessment of Students’ Affective
Domain; and to give information for next researchers.

Then there were a number of speakers from the
Ministry of Education, Youth, and Sport, as well as
ACC, and they talked about assessing affective domain,
pushing the number of publications, thinking the role
attitudes and behaviors play in education, focusing on
effective management, and utilizing assessment
methods and tools.

In his closing remarks, H.E. San Monteya, said that he
hoped this workshop helped improve the higher
education sector and hopes that we will have more
training workshops in order to develop and improve
the methods, indicators, and tools for the assessment of
The workshop had opening remarks from H.E. San students.
Mantya, General Secretariat of Accreditation

Introducing...

			Partners of UC
The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
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The First CHEA Education Fair
By: Mr. Hor Kimheng, Deputy Director, OPACA

The University of Cambodia was one of the
exhibitors at the First CHEA Education Fair on 17
October 2018 which was held at the National
Institute of Education. The Cambodia Higher
Education Association (CHEA) prepared this
education fair as a bridge for graduated high school
students to explore the private institutions who are
members of CHEA, as well the majors available and
skills needed, as other options to the public

universities. The University of Cambodia team took
this opportunity to distribute information about the
majors that are available as well as the current
scholarships to help the students pursue their higher
education dream. CHEA stated that this will be a
yearly event and they would prepare this event on a
bigger scale in the future. The University of
Cambodia hopes to take part in the next year’s
education fair to reach out to more students.

Book Drive for the 				
ASEAN Study Center
The ASEAN Study Center (ASC) would like to announce a book drive to create UC’s very own ASEAN
Library. Donated books related to ASEAN Nations’ domestic and international affairs will make a lasting
impact on the UC community. It makes a huge difference to have such books at our center in order for
students to learn from the many admirable ASEAN leaders that have helped transform our dynamic ASEAN
Community. As we count down to the ASEAN Economic Community, the ASEAN Study Center (ASC) will
do all we can to help raise awareness and understanding of our diverse community.
If individuals or institutions would like to donate resources to help build ASC’s capacity to promote ASEAN
awareness, please take a few minutes to come visit our center. Dr. Chhun Vannak, our Director, is always
available to set up a visit for you, or to answer any questions you may have. Please don’t hesitate to call him
at 070-538-510, or email him at director_asc@uc.edu.kh.
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International English Conference: Communicative Language Teaching
in the ASEAN Classroom: Principles and Practices
By: Mr. Sok Sovan Chandara, Associate Dean, CoAH
University, presented her topic on “the heart of being
present: from attention to connect” during which
she explained the interconnection of our mind. She
stressed the importance of using our heart to as part of
the connection wired to our mind. This opening ended
with a gorgeous dinner reception and dancing.

Mr. Sok Sovan Chandara, on behalf of The
University of Cambodia, attended the 2nd International
English Teachers Conference 2018 (INETCON),
which was held by VIVIXX Academy under the
theme of “Communicative Language Teaching in the
ASEAN Classroom: Principles and Practices” from
27 to 30 October 2018 at Teacher Camp, Baguio City,
Philippines. This international teachers’ conference
was presided over by Ms. Andrea Vida CariagaEstrada, Executive Director of VIVIXX Academy.
Almost 450 participants attended this conference, most
of whom were local teachers from various provinces
in Philippines. International speakers from different
countries in Southeast Asia such as Cambodia,
Thailand, Malaysia and Myanmar also participated in
this conference.

On the second day, Dr. Jonathan Carreon from
Thailand presented the CLT principles, Framework
and Features. He emphasized the core value of CLT in
promoting communicative competence among learners
as well as the difficulties and challenges facing them.
Three plenary speakers were Dr. Milagros Laurel, Dr.
Aurelio Bilbar and Dr. Sterling Plata who presented
“Innovative Strategies in English language Teaching,
Technology and Intercultural Communicative
Competence for Asean-Ready ELT, and Assessment
Reform Towards a Growth Mindset” respectively.

On the third day, Mr. Sok Sovan Chandara from The
University of Cambodia presented “Difficulties and
Challenges Second Language Teachers Encounter
in the Implementation of Communicative Language
Teaching (CLT), particularly at Private Institutes in
Phnom Penh.” Also, Ms. Thanda Soe from University
of Mandalay, Myanmar and Ms. Paramaswari
Jaganathan from Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia
discussed their current practices and challenges in
adopting CLT approaches in their respective countries.
Ms. Ayette C. Ferriols, MATEL concluded the session
This conference aimed at gathering teachers and by sharing her expertise on curriculum development
researchers from the ASEAN region to share and particularly the in context of communicative language
exchange their practical experience in applying the teaching.
theory of Communicative Language Teaching in
addition to the current trends of English Language The outcomes of this conference were insightful and
Teaching in their respective countries.
informative regarding the experience, approach and
challenges of CLT shared by different speakers from
The opening of this international conference began ASEAN countries. The results of the discussion also
at 4:00 p.m on Saturday with the Philippines national brought conceptual understanding enabling participants
anthem before the opening remarks by the Director to gain new experience and knowledge of the current
of VIVIXX Academy, a message from the Baguio trends of CLT in ASEAN countries. Rewards and
City Government and a message from the House gifts were presented on the shared belief and common
of Representative, Lone District of Baguio City understanding among speakers and presenters to
respectively, following by different Philippines further enhance the practice and promote the culture
traditional dances. One of the keynote speakers, of research in the context of communicative language
Sunshine Excel Carino from Atenneo De Manila teaching.
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Meeting to Seek Cooperation in Mainstreaming Gender in Higher Education
By: Ms. Soun Khanra, Assistant, College of Social Sciences
Puthy, Sub-secretary of State for the Ministry of
Women’s Affairs, on the main objectives of the
meeting and what all the four universities could
contribute on the mainstreaming gender in higher
education. The next presentation on “Going Forward
for Gender Equality and The Condition of Gender in
Education Sector in Cambodia”, which was presented
by representative from MoWA. The next following
program, the four universities presented about the
action plan on gender empowerment and
On November 07, 2018, Ms. Soun Khanra, Assistant mainstreaming gender in each university. Moreover,
for the College of Social Sciences, led three students the presentation was also included the main
to join a full day meeting with the Ministry of achievements, challenges, and the next activity plan
Women’s Affairs on “The Meeting to Seek to strengthen the mainstream gender in universities.
Cooperation in Mainstreaming Gender in Higher
Education” which at Phnom Penh Hotel. This For the afternoon session was followed by the
meeting is a first-year project of the Ministry of discussion and selection for up-coming debate
Women’s Affairs and it cooperated with four competition, which will be made by the four
universities in Phnom Penh, including The University universities on the topic “The Social Morality,
of Cambodia (UC), Royal University of Phnom Penh Women’s Value, and Khmer Family”. The competition
(RUPP), Royal University of Law and Economics will be held on November 19, 2019 at the National
(RULE), and Royal University of Agriculture Television of Cambodia. Last but not least, the
(RUA).
program ended with the team’s discussion on the
common challenges and solution between MoWA
The purpose of this meeting was to seek for the and universities on the next activities plan as well as
activities plan in mainstreaming gender in higher recommendation on cooperation process. To close
education; to seek for a better cooperation between the discussion, H.E. IM Sithe mentioned the
MoWA and the four universities by discussion outcomes of the whole day meeting and thanked to
dialogue or workshop in each university; and to all four universities, especially universities
discuss and prepare for debate competition on representative who spend their busy time to attend
November 19, 2018.
the program. Also, she mentioned that UC is the only
private university to join this program. MoWA
The opening session was led by H.E. IM Sithe, decided to select UC because UC has a good
Secretary of State for the Ministry of Women’s cooperation and commitment which contributes to
Affairs. Her meaningful speech stressed on the fruitful outcomes with MoWA, especially in the
significance of the program contributions to debate competition program. More importantly, she
mainstreaming gender in higher education as well as gave a special thanks to young Cambodian youth for
gender empowerment in educational sector. This sharing their knowledge, perspectives, and
was then followed by the presentation by H.E. BUN experiences to the whole program.

The
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If you wish to provide articles, comments, complaints, or suggestions for the improvement of the UC Bulletin, or
you would like to apply for a student internship, please contact Mr. Travis Mitchell, at director_crc@uc.edu.kh
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Academic Fair 2018
By: Mr. Hor Kimheng, Deputy Director, OPACA
University of Law and Economics. The University
of Cambodia team took this opportunity to distribute
information about the majors, current scholarships,
and additional language programs that are available
to help the students pursue their higher education
dream. During the two-day event, The University
of Cambodia booth received many participants who
asked for information about various majors as they
sought to pursue their second degrees as well. Both
staff and student volunteers tried their best to provide
the information that the participants wanted to know.
The University of Cambodia is looking forward to
participating and hosting as many events as possible
in order to further reach out to potential students to
The University of Cambodia participated as an join the UC family and enrich our country’s human
exhibitor at “The Academic Fair 2018” from 7-8 resource to build a strong foundation for the next
December 2018 which was held at the Royal generation to come.

Book Fairs 2018
By: Ms. Chap Chamreounleakhena Deputy Director, Dr. Haruhisa Handa Library
sector. In addition, this year the Dr. Haruhisa Handa
Library was one of the 13 committee members of
the Cambodia Young Librarians to host the 2nd
Cambodia Library Festival, and we provided 25
volunteers during the three-day event. Moreover,
this year’s 2nd Cambodia Library Festival attracted
more than 25,000 visitors, readers, and non-readers
in order to raise awareness and promote reading
nationwide. Due to this event, we expect the library
On 7-9 December 2018, members of the Dr. Haruhisa to be more effective and more popular with the
Handa Library and E-Library attended the 7th public.
Cambodia Book Fair at the National Library. This
year’s theme “Living Books, Growing Knowledge”
was created by the National Library of Cambodia in
cooperation with the Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sport, after a sub-decree was signed by Prime
Minister Hun Sen. There were 131,400 visitors from
ministries, education institutions, local authorities,
non-governmental organizations, and the private
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The 2nd ASEAN-China Private Higher Education Forum
for Development and Cooperation
By: Dr. Y Ratana, Vice President for Academic Affairs

On 11-13 December 2018, Dr. Y Ratana, Vice President
for Academic Affairs, represented The University of
Cambodia to attend the 2nd ASEAN-China Private
Higher Education Forum for Development and
Cooperation, by the invitation of the University of
Sanya, which was held at the University of Sanya’s
Hainan Province, China. A Delegation from SEAMEORIHED and private universities from ASEAN member
states participated in this important event.
The main purpose of this forum was to gather all private
education institutions in China and ASEAN countries
to discuss the issues, challenges and future development
of private higher education as well as its roles in
contributing to the economic development in the region
and entire world. It also aimed at establishing ASEANChina Alliance of Private Higher Education Institutions”
(ACAPHEI) and Charter of ACAPHEI.
As a result from the two-day forum, a Joint Declaration
on Establishing “ASEAN-China Alliance of Private
Higher Education Institutions” (ACAPHEI) was made
and signed by participants from respective universities.
It agreed to work together in the future in six areas as
follows:
1. Internationalization to promote internationalization
activities such as student and faculty mobility
and exchange schemes, sharing best practices
for teaching and research, as well as studyabroad schemes to facilitate cross-cultural
understanding and experience.
2. Curriculum Development—to develop quality
programs and incorporate industry participation
and inputs to curriculum development, including

3.

4.

5.

6.

academic contents, teaching and learning, and
student development (i.e. fostering future
leaders, global citizenship, cultural competency,
etc.).
Stakeholders Support and Engagement—to seek
support from various stakeholders such as
governments, alumni, industries, and other
private sectors for university cooperation and
students’ access to higher education.
Information and Educational Resources
Sharing—to share useful information and
educational resources for collaboration among
members.
Strengthen Friendships—to sustain private
higher education cooperation and friendships
between China and Southeast Asian countries
creating a common space for higher education.
Coordination Mechanism—to establish a joint
committee and a secretariat for the cooperation
of China-Southeast Asia Private Higher
Education Cooperation initiatives of projects
and activities.

This paves the way for setting up activities to promote
the private education in China and ASEAN countries
and move forward to finalize the draft of ACAPHEI
Charter and sign to be scheduled in 2019 at the 3rd
ASEAN-China Private Higher Education Forum for
Development and Cooperation. According to the forum,
ACAPHEI is planning to invite all respective
Associations of Private University’s management that
represent all private higher education institutions in
their respective countries to participate, discuss the
Charter and finally sign it.
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The University of Cambodia and
University of Sanya, China Sign an MOU
By: Dr. Y Ratana, Vice President for Academic Affairs

On Wednesday, 12 December 2018, The University
of Cambodia, represented by Dr. Y Ratana, Vice
President for Academic Affairs, and University of
Sanya, China signed an MOU in order to strengthen
their relations. The purpose of this MOU is to
develop academic and educational cooperation,
establish collaborative programs between the two
universities and to cooperate in their mutual interest
for a range of higher educational activities.

mobility, with each party developing both short-term
and long-term programs for study tours, teaching,
and research activities. The two parties will also
jointly sponsor conferences, seminars, and other
related academic and cultural exchange activities,
and finally the two parties will jointly develop and
build up related courses and specialties based on
mutual demands.

The University of Cambodia is looking forward to
Specifically, the two institutions will explore this exciting new collaboration with University of
opportunities for promoting student and faculty Sanya, China.

Introducing...

			Partners of UC
The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
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The University of Cambodia

FOUNDATION
Request for Scholarship Funding

T

he University of Cambodia (UC) is requesting
funding to support its UC Scholarship Program.
A large majority of potential Cambodian
university students are unable to afford the tuition
fees to attend a local university, so the Scholarship
Program is critical to alleviate this major obstacle to
self-advancement. At the same time, funding for the
Scholarship Program helps the university to cover its
operating expenses and maintain its high academic
standards.
Although much development progress has been
made in the past two decades, the consequences
of Cambodia’s recent history continue to limit
the formation and development of skills among
Cambodian youth, particularly those most affected by
exclusionary factors such as poverty, gender, ethnicity,
and geographic remoteness. The UC Scholarship
Program is a targeted effort to support the educational
development of high-achieving Cambodian students
across the country, so they can develop the necessary
skills and competency to become knowledgeable
employees and engaged citizens.
At this time, a large majority of Cambodian students
need financial assistance to pursue and complete their
higher degree programs and have other enriching
educational opportunities. Roughly 80 percent of
the 3,000+ students enrolled at UC are on full or
partial scholarships, made possible by generous
donors. The university anticipates that this figure
will remain high for several years until a majority of
Cambodian families are financially secure enough
to make this investment on their own. Additionally,
there are currently no government agencies or private
institutions that offer student loans to Cambodian
students to help them pay for university tuition, living
expenses, or learning enrichment opportunities that
include research, internships, and teaching.

The university is seeking financial and in-kind
donations to create more scholarships for students
in need. Scholarships are awarded to students who
score highest on a competitive exam targeted towards
impoverished students, students from rural areas,
ethnic minority students, and female students.
Funding in the Scholarship Program will substantially
help UC raise the standards for research, critical
thinking, innovation, and problem solving—the
ultimate goal is for UC students to be marketable not
only in Cambodia, but also regionally and globally. By
providing access to high-quality learning opportunities
for students, as well as emphasizing fluency in the
English language for students in the International
Track, UC trains and prepares its students to make
strong, positive contributions to Cambodian society
through social and economic development.
If you would like to contribute to the UC Scholarship
Program and give students across the country the
opportunity to live their dreams and change lives,
please contact UC Foundation representatives to help
give the gift that matters most, a higher education.
Ms. Chan Sreyroth
Director of Accounting & Finance
The University of Cambodia
director_finance@uc.edu.kh
The University of Cambodia FOUNDATION
Northbridge Road P.O. Box 917 Sangkat Toek Thla
Khan San Sok
Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia Tel: (855-23)
993-274 Fax: (855-23) 993-284
www.universityofcambodiafoundation.org
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Supporters
Thank you to all individuals and institutions who have lent their support to the University of Cambodia. We hope to have included a
complete list of those who have made financial and in-kind contributions to UC, and express our sincerest apologies to any individual or
institution we have forgotten. If you have contributed to the University of Cambodia and are not present on the list, please write our editor
at Bulletin@uc.edu.kh so we can add your name in the next edition.

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS
Dr. Haruhisa Handa, Chairman, International Foundation for Arts and Culture

IN-KIND DONATIONS
Anti-Corruption Unit

Ministry of Public Works and Transport

Dr. Kao Kimhourn

Ministry of water resources and meteorology

Embassy of Sweden

Ministry of Women’s Affairs

Germany Embassy

Mr. Bun Sophal

Healthtime Magazine

Mr. Ro Vannak

Khmer Magazine

Mr. Sok Chea

Korea Embassy

Prof. Din American

Ministry of Economy and Finance

Rangsit University of Thailand

Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport

The Learning Institute

Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training

The University of Cambodia

FOUNDATION

